An adaptive speech streaming method to improve the perceived speech quality of a software-based multipoint control unit (SW-based MCU) over IP networks is proposed. First, the proposed method predicts whether the speech packet to be transmitted is lost. To this end, the proposed method learns the pattern of packet losses in the IP network, and then predicts the loss of the packet to be transmitted over that IP network. The proposed method classifies the speech signal into different classes of silence, unvoiced, speech onset, or voiced frame. Based on the results of packet loss prediction and speech classification, the proposed method determines the proper amount and bitrate of redundant speech data (RSD) that are sent with primary speech data (PSD) in order to assist the speech decoder to restore the speech signals of lost packets. Specifically, when a packet is predicted to be lost, the amount and bitrate of the RSD must be increased through a reduction in the bitrate of the PSD. The effectiveness of the proposed method for learning the packet loss pattern and assigning a different speech coding rate is then demonstrated using a support vector machine and adaptive multirate-narrowband, respectively. The results show that as compared with conventional methods that restore lost speech signals, the proposed method remarkably improves the perceived speech quality of an SW-based MCU under various packet loss conditions in an IP network.
I. Introduction
Studies presented during the last year showed that worldwide IP traffic has increased more than fivefold in the last five years and is predicted to increase nearly threefold over the next five years. Particularly noteworthy are findings showing that busyhour IP traffic is growing more rapidly than average IP traffic. In addition, traffic from wireless and mobile devices will exceed traffic from wired devices in roughly three years [1] . This situation indicates that real-time multimedia communication services such as video conferencing could suffer more from increased packet losses owing to transmission errors, congestion control, or long delays [2] , [3] . Accordingly, adaptive streaming methods providing the best audio/video quality under current network conditions are needed. In this regard, this paper proposes an adaptive speech streaming method for a software-based multipoint control unit (SW-based MCU) to improve the perceived speech quality (PSQ) of video conference services.
To improve the PSQ of multimedia streaming services over IP networks, a range of speech streaming methods have been proposed. These methods are generally classified into either sender-or receiver-based schemes. Sender-based schemes are composed of an aggregate of packet loss protection methods for providing an error robust transfer method, for example, interleaving, forward error correction, or redundancy speech transmission (RST) [4] - [8] . A receiver-based scheme is composed of an aggregate of packet loss concealment (PLC) methods that compensate for lost speech signals using substitutable signals such as silence, previous good speech, or generated speech based on an analysis-by-synthesis criterion [9] - [12] . However, these two schemes complement each other. In other words, a sender-based scheme is robust to higher packet loss rates (PLRs) because it often uses redundant information to restore lost speech signals, which increases the transmission bitrate. A receiver-based scheme does not increase the transmission bitrate because it restores lost speech signals without using redundant information; however, it is difficult to prevent rapid PSQ degradation under a high PLR.
To utilize the advantages of both schemes, an adaptive speech streaming method (PSQE-based ASSM) was proposed to adaptively transmit redundant speech data (RSD) based on a real-time PSQ estimation under current network conditions [13] . The PSQE-based ASSM determines a suitable RST mode based on the PSQ estimation for the current PLR, and then generates the bitstreams of primary speech data (PSD) and RSD using a multirate speech coder to maintain the equivalent transmission bitrate. Accordingly, a lost speech signal is reconstructed using the RSD under a high PLR. As a result, this method provides an improved overall PSQ under various PLRs within equivalent transmission bitrates. Despite its advantages, this method may respond rather slowly to variations in the PLR because the PSQ is estimated using speech signals in which previous speech signals of as long as 4 s are included to gather a minimal amount of speech signals for an estimation.
Accordingly, to provide a more improved PSQ against variations in the PLR, in this paper, a new adaptive speech streaming method (PLP-based ASSM) based on a packet loss prediction (PLP), which predicts the loss of each packet before sending it, is proposed. In particular, the proposed method aims to improve the PSQ of a SW-based MCU. To this end, a machine learning approach is applied to learn the pattern of packet losses in an IP network, and then predict the loss of a packet to be transmitted over that IP network. The proposed PLP-based ASSM also transmits bitstreams adaptively combined with PSD and RSD according to the decision of the RST mode in a manner similar to that of the PSQE-based ASSM. That is, the RST mode is determined using both the speech classification and PLP results.
The remainder of this paper is organized as follows. Section II describes the PSQE-based ASSM, which is the basis of the proposed method. Next, Section III proposes the PLPbased ASSM. Section IV then provides a performance evaluation of the proposed PLP-based ASSM by measuring the prediction accuracy for packet losses and comparing the PSQ to that of a decoder-based PLC method and a conventional RST method. Finally, Section V provides some concluding remarks regarding this research. Figure 1 shows a block diagram and the packet flow of a speech streaming system employing PSQE-based ASSM [13] . As the speech signal PSD(n) comes into an input device at the sender side of a speech streaming system, it is classified as either an onset frame or a non-onset frame. The classification result is then used to determine a suitable RST mode together with the estimated PSQ delivered from the receiver side. Next, the bitstreams of the PSD and RSD, ( ) PSD n and ( ) RSD n , are generated using a multirate speech encoder based on the determined RST mode. Then, ( ) PSD n and ( ) RSD n are combined using a real-time transport protocol (RTP) [14] payload format to obtain an RTP packet ( ) PKT n , which is transmitted to the receiver side over an IP network.
At the receiver side, ( ) PSD n is de-packetized from the RTP payload. In certain RST modes, if any ( ) RSD n exists in the payload, it is stored for use with any potential upcoming packet loss. The extracted ( ) PSD n is then decoded into ( ) PSD n using a multirate speech decoder. Finally, ( ) PSD n is sent to the output device; it is also used for the PSQ estimation.
RTP Payload Format
As mentioned above, the PSQE-based ASSM can use an indicator for multirate speech coding. To deliver the estimated PSQ from the receiver side to the sender side, there should be a reserved field to accommodate the transmission of both the estimated PSQ and the RSD bitstream. To this end, the RTP payload format defined in IETF RFC 3267 [15] , which is shown in Fig. 2(a) , is modified as shown in Fig. 2(b) . Note that the adaptive multirate narrowband (AMR-NB) [16] is selected as a speech coder for the SW-based MCU in order to support legacy mobile phones. Thus, the PSQ of the narrowband speech signal decoded by the AMR-NB can be estimated using ITU-T Recommendation P.563 [17] . As shown in Fig. 2 (a), the "CMR|F|FT|Q" sequence contains the payload header. In detail, the 4-bit codec mode request (CMR) field asks the sender side to change the encoding bitrate. In the AMR-NB, the CMR is assigned a value from zero to 7, corresponding to an encoding bitrate of 4.75 kb/s, 5.15 kb/s, 5.90 kb/s, 6.70 kb/s, 7.40 kb/s, 7.95 kb/s, 10.2 kb/s, and 12.2 kb/s, respectively. In addition, a 1-bit "F" field is set to 1 or zero in order to indicate whether this frame is to be followed by another piece of speech frame data. The "FT" field, which consists of four bits, then represents the actual encoding bitrate of the included bitstream. Therefore, this field is also assigned a value from zero to 7, corresponding to one of the bitrates between 4.75 kb/s and 12.2 kb/s. However, the assigned value changes from 8 to 11 when comfort noise is encoded. Note that a value of 15 indicates a condition in which there are no data to be transmitted. At the end of the payload, the "P" field is used for an octet alignment.
On the other hand, in a modified RTP payload format, two fields (that is, FT = 12 and FT = 13) are added to indicate the RSD bitstream and estimated PSQ, respectively, as shown in Fig. 2(b) . Moreover, the main field for the speech frames, as shown in Fig. 2(a) , is split into three fields representing the PSD bitstream, RSD bitstream, and estimated PSQ.
PSQ Estimation and RST Mode Decision
The PSQE-based ASSM begins by estimating the PSQ, which is a good indicator of the current PLR. Therefore, a lowdelayed version of the nonintrusive PSQ assessment method defined in ITU-T Recommendation P.563 is used to estimate the PSQ as a mean opinion score (MOS) without using a reference speech signal [13] .
The estimated PSQ, ( ) Q n  in Fig. 1 is then sent back to the sender side for the RST mode decision. The RST mode decision is conducted as follows. First, the input speech signal PSD(n) in Fig. 1 is classified into one of four different classes: silence, onset, unvoiced, or voiced [18] . Note that the RST mode is found to be the most sensitive to the speech onset class under different PLR conditions according to our study [19] , where each speech frame was declared as four different classes, such as silence, onset, unvoiced, and voiced, and the PSQ was the lowest when speech frames belonging to speech onset were lost. Thus, the PSQE-based ASSM decides only whether the nth speech frame PSD(n) is primarily made up of a speech onset, such that
Next, the RST mode M(n) is determined using both ( ) Q n  and C(n) in (1) as
where θ Q1 and θ Q2 are the predefined thresholds for estimating the degradation of speech quality under the current PLR. θ Q1 and θ Q2 are set to 2.3 and 4.0 MOS, respectively, so that the performance of the PSQE-based ASSM is maximized for
for the performance evaluation in Section IV-2. Figure 3 shows several bitrate assignments for the PSD and RSD bitstreams according to different M(n). If M(n) = 0 such as in Fig. 3 (a), then ( ) PSD n is composed of the n-th speech bitstream encoded at the highest bitrate R P0 with no RSD bitstream, which is denoted by
( ) PSD n is encoded at a lower bitrate R P1 or R P2 , and the remaining bitrate (R R0 , R R1 , or R R2 ) is assigned to the RSD bitstream. That is, if M(n) = 1, such as in Fig. 3(b) , ( ) RSD n is composed of the n-th speech bitstream encoded at R R0 , namely, 
such as in Fig. 3 (c), ( ) RSD n is composed of the (n + 1)-th and (n + 2)-th speech bitstreams, which are encoded at R R1 and R R2 , respectively, namely,
. Consequently, the total bitrate for the speech data is maintained.
III. New Adaptive Speech Streaming Method Based on Packet Loss Prediction for Software-Based Multipoint Control Unit
In the PSQE-based ASSM, the PSQ estimation performs well as an indicator of the current packet loss condition. Nevertheless, the PSQ estimation can be considered a longterm estimation, relative to the variations in packet loss conditions, because the PSQ is estimated based on the received speech signals (of as long as 4 s), whereas packet losses often occur in a burst fashion at short time intervals. Note here that the length of a speech segment for the PSQ estimation was set to 4 s according to ITU-T Recommendation P.563, in which the minimum length of active speech is 3 s and the speech activity ratio should be from 25% to 75% [20] . Moreover, each speech sample in the NTT-AT database [21] is composed of two short utterances of 4 s long, resulting in an actual length of 8 s for each speech sample, and their speech activity is approximately 75%.
In this section, a new PLP method is proposed to predict the loss of each packet before sending it by adopting a machine learning approach. In addition, using the proposed PLP, a new adaptive speech streaming method, called PLP-based ASSM, is proposed to ensure the robust performance of an SW-based MCU against variations of the packet loss condition. speech packet PKT i (n) is transmitted from the i-th client, ( ) i PSD n is de-packetized from the RTP payload. If any ( ) i RSD n exists in the payload, it is stored for use with any potential upcoming packet losses in the same fashion as the PSQE-based ASSM. The extracted ( ) i PSD n is then decoded into ( ) i PSD n using a multirate speech decoder, and sent to the speech mixer to be mixed with speech signals transmitted from the other clients. In addition, ( ) i PSD n is also used for speech classification. Its result, C i (n), is used to determine an appropriate RST mode M i (n) when combined with the packet loss prediction result ( : 1) i L n n   . At the sender side of the speech processor, the mixed speech signal S out (i) for the n-th frame is encoded into the bitstreams of the PSD and RSD, ' ( ) i PSD n and ' ( ) i RSD n , using a multirate speech encoder based on the determined RST mode. Then, ' ( ) i PSD n and ' ( ) i RSD n are combined with the RTP payload format to obtain an RTP packet ' ( ) i PKT n , which is transmitted to the i-th client over an IP network. The RTP format used to transmit these bitstreams is defined in the same manner described in Section II, except that it also provides fields to deliver the result of a PSQ estimation.
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A. System Structure
The proposed PLP-based ASSM starts by predicting the loss of a packet to be transmitted in order to determine an appropriate RST mode. To this end, a support vector machine (SVM), which is a popular supervised learning model that finds an optimal hyperplane to analyze the data used for classification and regression [22] - [24] , is adopted. Note that the SVM is trained using a radial basis function (RBF). The SVM has been shown to be a good real-time classifier [25] , [26] and is also used to conceal lost speech packets [27] , [28] . In other words, the SVM generates a model for packet losses in an IP network in which an SW-based MCU is located. Next, the SVM predicts the loss of each packet to be transmitted over that IP network based on the generated packet loss model. In this paper, these two steps of modeling and prediction of the packet loss are referred to as off-line training and on-line prediction, respectively. Figure 5 shows a detailed diagram of the proposed PLP. For the off-line training for predicting whether the n-th packet is lost, a sequence of packet loss indicators of the previous packets is grouped together. The RTP de-packetization process provides an indicator by comparing the RTP sequence number of the received packet with those of the previously received packets. That is, L(k) = 1 if the k-th received packet is lost; Packet trace data L(n -k:n -1)
otherwise, L(k) = 0. Thus, L(n -k:n -1) in the figure is the kdimensional binary sequence of indicators from the (n -k)-th packet to the (n -1)-th packet. Next, L(n -k:n -1) is used to extract a feature vector X n (m) for the packet loss prediction of the n-th packet. A detailed component of X n (m) will be described in Section III2C. After a sufficient number of features are input into the pattern training, a packet loss model is generated.
Next, the on-line prediction step is started with the input of L(n -k:n -1). Then, X n (m) is input into the predictor, in which the input features are analyzed to find the closer class within the packet loss model. Finally, the loss ( ) L n  of a packet to be transmitted over the trained network is predicted. To support a certain RST mode that includes two RSD bitstreams, the loss of the next (n + 1)-th packet, ( 1) L n   , is also predicted using ( ) L n  together with L(n -k + 1:n -1).
B. Dataset
To generate a packet loss model through machine learning using an SVM, a sufficient number of packet traces is needed for off-line training. These traces are also needed to evaluate the performance of the proposed method in a real network environment. To this end, an open dataset [29] that contains end-to-end measurements of the one-way RTP traffic generated from a server to the measurement hosts located in a residential area is used. The server was located at the University of Glasgow. The residential measurement hosts were located in the United Kingdom and Finland. The dataset contains a maximum 3,800 RTP packet traces varying between 1 to 10 min in duration, when transmitting data at ranges of 1 to 8.5 Mbit/s according to the edge link capacity. Within the traces, a range of different characteristics on packet losses was shown. For example, the packet loss behavior changed according to the time of day, and there were no packet losses at all for many of the traces [29] , [30] .
C. Features
As the features representing the packet loss characteristics, a feature set is configured as shown in Table 1 . This set consists of five features. The first feature is defined as the average packet loss rate PLR avg . The next three features are related to the burst characteristics of the packet loss, that is, the average, minimum, and maximum numbers of packet losses occurring in the form of a burst. These features are represented by BPL avg , BPL min , and BPL max , respectively. The last feature is defined to take into account the statistical distance between a loss stream and lossless stream, that is, the number of consecutive packets received without a loss from previous packet loss, PL d . Consequently, X n (m) in Fig. 5 consists of five components: PLR avg , BPL avg , BPL min , BPL max , and PL d .
RST Mode Decision
To apply the proposed PLP instead of the PSQ estimation to the adaptive speech streaming, the RST mode, which was defined through (2) in Section II, is now modified by combining the PLP results of ( ) L n  and ( 1) L n   with the speech classification results of C(n) and C(n + 1) , such that 0, if ( ) 0 and ( 1) 0, ( ) 1, if ( ) 1 and ( 1) 0 or if ( ) 1,
In addition, to maintain the total bitrate for the speech data, the bitrate assignments for the PSD and RSD bitstreams according to different RST modes are conducted in the same manner as the PSQE-based ASSM described in Section II.
IV. Performance Evaluation
Accuracy of Packet Loss Prediction
To verify the effectiveness of the proposed PLP, the prediction accuracy for the packet loss was measured. Therefore, the RTP traffic dataset [29] described in the previous section was used. In particular, between the two datasets A and B provided from this RTP traffic dataset, the more recently measured dataset B was chosen for this experiment. In the dataset, the RTP traffic was measured during different dates and times for several networks. That is, a number of traces were provided for each network. Approximately three quarters were assigned to the off-line training, and the remaining were assigned to the prediction test. Table 2 shows the detailed use of dataset B for off-line training and the conducting of a prediction test of the proposed PLP, where the number of packets for training and testing the proposed PLP was decomposed into that of lossless and loss packets, respectively. Note that the mean and maximum burst packet losses were measured to be approximately 1.4 and 22 packets, respectively. The SVM was trained using LIBSVM [23] , where the gamma in a RBF was set to 0.2 by an exhaustive search. The number of packet loss information used to extract features (k in Fig. 5 ) was set to five packets. Table 3 shows the performance of the proposed PLP for a given lossless or loss packet state under six different network conditions. The performance was measured by the prediction accuracy defined by the ratio of the number of packets predicted correctly to the total number of packets. In case of the lossless packet state, the number of packets that were predicted as lossless was counted, and it was divided by the total number of packets that were actually lossless. Similarly, the number of packets that were predicted as lost, out of actually lost packets, was counted for the lost packet state. The two leftmost columns indicate the input conditions, that is, the observed packet loss states for a given network. The two rightmost columns show the prediction results from the proposed PLP for each given network. As a result, the average prediction accuracy exceeded 99.99% and 83.21% for the lossless and loss packets, respectively. As shown in Table 3 , the prediction accuracy of predicting lossless packets was much higher than that of predicting loss packets for all network conditions. In particular, the prediction accuracy for the ADSL4 with a bitrate of 1 Mbps was perfect. This resulted from the small number of loss packets under this network condition, that is, there existed only eight packets, as shown in Table 2 .
Improvement of Speech Quality
To demonstrate the effectiveness of the proposed PLP-based ASSM, an SW-based MCU was created using the AMR-NB as a multirate speech coder. The proposed method and other speech streaming methods were implemented. For the evaluation, input speech signals were sampled at 8 kHz and encoded using the AMR-NB speech encoder at a bitrate of 10.2 kb/s. The bitrate assignment for the PSD and RSD bitstreams according to the different RST modes was applied as shown in Table 4 .
The performance of the proposed PLP-based ASSM within the equivalent transmission bandwidth was compared with those of two conventional speech streaming methods: a decoder-based PLC method [10] and a sender-based RST method [6] , and the PSQE-based ASSM [13] . The decoderbased PLC method encoded speech signals using the AMR-NB encoder at 10.2 kb/s with no RSD bitstream. The senderbased RST method operated in two modes according to the number of RSD bitstreams; it first encoded speech signals using the AMR-NB encoder at a fixed bitrate of 7.95 kb/s with one RSD bitstream of 4.75 kb/s (such as M(n) = 1 in Table 4 ) and then encoded speech signals at a fixed bitrate of 4.75 kb/s with two RSD bitstreams of 4.75 kb/s (such as M(n) = 2 in Table 4 ). In this experiment, 24 speech samples were taken from the NTT-AT database. Each speech sample was composed of two utterances of approximately 4 s long, resulting in an actual length of 8 s, and was sampled at a rate of 16 kHz. Each speech utterance was filtered using a modified intermediate reference system (IRS) filter, followed by an automatic level adjustment [31] ; they were subsequently downsampled from 16 kHz to 8 kHz.
To evaluate the quality of the decoded speech for each method, perceptual evaluation of speech quality (PESQ) scores were measured as defined by ITU-T Recommendation P.862 [32] . To transmit each speech sample under the various PLRs, each trace assigned for the test, as described in Table 2 , was prepared to have packet loss information for as long as 8 s. In addition, to evaluate the various packet loss conditions, we randomly chose trace files whose PLR ranged from 1% to 11% in steps of 1%: from here, the maximum PLR was 11% because the dataset showed much lower overall PLRs. Note that the mean and maximum burst packet losses were measured to be approximately 1.2 and 22 packets, respectively. Figure 6 compares the PESQ scores (in MOS) of the decoded speech processed using different speech streaming methods under different packet loss conditions. In the figure, each bar was drawn by averaging the MOS scores over all speech samples for each PLR, and the vertical line at the top of each bar denotes the standard deviation for a statistical significance test. As shown in the figure, the PESQ score of the proposed method was significantly better than those of the conventional methods for all PLRs. Moreover, the proposed PLP-based ASSM improved the average PESQ score over PLRs by as much as 0.65, 0.44, 0.61, and 0.53 MOS, as http://dx.doi.org/10.4218/etrij. 16 .2716.0013 compared to the PLC method, the RST method with two different modes, and the PSQE-based ASSM, respectively. Meanwhile, the PESQ scores did not decrease monotonically as PLR was increased. This was a result of the characteristics of the traces used in the experiment, where the packet losses occasionally occurred in a severe burst fashion even if the average PLR of a trace was low, as shown in Fig. 6(b) .
V. Conclusion
In this paper, an adaptive speech streaming method was proposed to improve the perceived speech quality of an SWbased MCU over an IP network. To this end, the proposed method first predicts whether a speech packet to be transmitted is lost. Next, it classifies each frame of the input speech signals as either an onset frame or a non-onset frame. Using packet loss prediction and the speech class, the proposed method determines an appropriate bitrate for the RSD that was sent with the PSD to assist the speech decoder in restoring the speech signals of any lost packets. The effectiveness of the proposed method was demonstrated by measuring the prediction accuracy for packet losses observed in various packet traces, as well as by implementing an SW-based MCU employing the proposed method. A performance evaluation indicated that the proposed method provides a good level of performance for packet loss prediction with an average accuracy exceeding 99.99% and 83.21% for lossless and loss packets, respectively. In addition, the proposed method significantly improves the decoded speech quality relative to conventional methods under different PLR conditions ranging from 1% to 11%.
